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Mr. Bryan Smolock, DEC 1 202!

Bryan Smolock, Rewe cry

I’m writing to state my support for the Department of Labor and Industry’s proposed updates

to the Minimum Wage regulations, which relate to tipped employees and the overtime

calculation for salaried employees. The current system is unfair and outdated.

Workers should be fairly compensated for their work, and the regulations they work under

should be up to date, not based on wage levels from a half a century ago. The proposed

changes and clarifications would help modernize regulations governing tipped workers,

increasing workers’ earnings, and ensuring that tips for those who work primarily as tipped

workers are not just siphoned off by managers. The Commonwealths inadequate tipped

minimum hourly wage currently tempts employers to count more workers as tipped employees

so they can pay them a base wage of as little as $2.83 per hour with tips bringing them up to

PA’s current minimum wage of $7.25 per hour. These regulations would limit those who can

be paid a base wage below $7.25 per hour to workers earning a meaningful dollar amount in

tips ($135 per month rather than $30 month --the first updating of this figure since 1977); and

to who those who perform tipped duties at least 80% of the time.

These regulations would also limit the erosion of tips for genuine tipped workers by prohibiting

payment of credit card fees with tips and limiting ‘tip pooling” through which employers cover

the regular minimum wage of non-tipped workers with tips.

A separate part of these regulations, involving the calculation of the regular rate for overtime

for salaried employees, would deliver basic fairness to lower-paid, salaried employees entitled
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to overtime by paying their overtime based on their pay averaged over a 40-hour work week.

These employees would receive a real time-and-a-half pay for their hours over 40—one based

on an hourly rate equal to their salary divided by 40.

Before the pandemic, research showed that typical tipped workers in the United States do not

work in high-end restaurants and bars but are paid low wages and subject to high rates of

sexual harassment. Then, in the COVID-19 pandemic, thousands of Pennsylvania’s tipped

and service industry workers suffered a twofold blow, sometimes losing hours or jobs and

other times exposed to risk of infection in restaurants, salons, hotels, and other occupations.

These long-overdue regulatory changes will modestly improve the pay of tipped workers and

some lower-paid salary workers. These regulations could also benefit employers because

employees will be more willing to return to work if workplaces offer fair treatment.

There is much more to be done-- including eliminating the tipped minimum wage and

restoring an increase in the Pennsylvania salary level below which salaried employees

automatically receive overtime-- but the regulations noted above would positively impact

Pennsylvania workers and should be enacted.

James Young

jyoungl 71 02gmail.com

2038 Susquehanna Street

Harrisburg, Pennsylvania 17102
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